Abstract. Applications for tracking multiple objects in an image sequence are frequently challenged by various uncertainties, such as occlusion, misdetection, and abrupt camera motion. In practical environments, these uncertainties may occur simultaneously and with no pattern so that they must be jointly considered to achieve reliable tracking. We propose a two-step online multi-object tracking framework that incorporates a confidence-aided relative motion network (RMN) to jointly consider various difficulties. Because of the framework's two-step data association process and the similarity function using RMNs, the proposed method achieves robust performance in the presence of most kinds of uncertainties. In our experiments, the proposed method exhibits a very robust and efficient performance compared with other state-of-the-art algorithms.
Introduction
Tracking multiple objects in an image sequence is important for numerous computer vision applications. 1, 2 Due to advances in object detectors, tracking-by-detection approaches have recently received extensive attention. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] The approaches are generally formulated as problems of finding correspondences between trajectories of multiple objects and newly detected object candidates. Detection-based approaches have shown impressive performance, providing long and accurate trajectories of objects. However, the approaches still have challenging issues, because detection algorithms can fail to find objects for various reasons, such as occlusion and clutter as shown in Fig. 1 . The detection failures negatively impact performance, particularly in the case of online tracking algorithms, [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] which construct trajectories using only information up to a current frame.
Bae and Yoon 3 proposed a confidence-based, online multi-object tracking (MOT) algorithm using a two-step association framework. First, the framework associates high-confidence trajectories and detection candidates. Then, the trajectories that are not associated in the first step are connected to the confident trajectories based on its confidence values. By preferentially connecting the relatively high-confidence trajectories, the algorithm can construct long and reliable object trajectories. However, the algorithm has relatively weak performance in the presence of severe occlusion and abrupt camera motions, because of limitations of its similarity function and inaccuracies in detection.
In this letter, we propose a unified MOT framework to address these kinds of uncertainties in detection-based algorithms. First, we propose an improved two-step framework that associates trajectories with candidates based on tracklet confidence and furthermore augments detection candidates by using single-object tracking. By adopting the detection augmentation step, the proposed framework improves the accuracy and reliability of trajectories in the presence of occlusion and misdetection. Second, we propose a similarity measure that considers relative motions among objects. By incorporating the relative motion concept into the similarity function, the proposed algorithm can track objects using trajectories of neighboring objects even when they are occluded.
Problem Formulation

Multi-Object Tracking Problem
Suppose an object x i t exists at frame t of a given image sequence, where i is the object's index. E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 5 3
where o i k is a binary value that indicates whether the object i appears in the frame k. Also, t i s and t i e represent the start and end frame of the tracklet T i , respectively. Similarly, a detected unknown object at frame t can be denoted by z j t ∈ Z t . We can then formulate the MOT problem as follows: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 3 6 2T t ¼ arg max
As stated in Bae and Yoon's paper, 3 the problem is difficult to solve in practice because of the enormous number of possible correspondence combinations between T t and Z t . We will address this issue by reducing the possible solution space based on tracklet confidence.
Problem Formulation with Tracklet Confidence
To measure the reliability of potential tracklets, we adopt the confidence measure that was proposed by tracklet confidence and online discriminative appearance learning (TC_ODAL). 3 The measure evaluates each tracklet in three aspects: length, occlusion, and affinity. First, the confidence in a tracklet is likely to be proportional to its length because a long trajectory means that the object was reliably traced. Second, a tracklet containing many occluded frames is likely to be unreliable, because occluded frames give only noisy information about the object. Third, a tracklet that has high affinity with associated detection candidates is likely to be reliable. Based on the observations, a tracklet confidence measure confðT i t Þ is defined as follows:
where L is the length of the associated tracklet, w is the number of occluded frames, and ΛðT i t ; z j k Þ is the similarity function for tracklets and detections. The first term of Eq. (3) takes into consideration the effects from occlusion and the length of the tracklet. The logarithmic term greatly reduces tracklet confidence as the number of occluded frames increases, whereas its inner term, ðL − wÞ∕L, denotes the ratio of nonoccluded frames to the total number of frames in the tracklet. The second term indicates the affinity between the tracklet and detections, which is defined by averaging their similarity values. Based on the measure, we can reformulate the MOT problem as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 6 3 ; 3 9 9T t ¼ arg max 
Proposed Multi-Object Tracking Framework
To solve the reformulated MOT problem, we propose a twostep association scheme by generalizing TC_ODAL. 3 Our framework consists of a local and a global association process as shown in Fig. 2 . During the local association step, the probability PðT ðhÞ t jZ t Þ is estimated by computing the similarity between detections and high-confidence tracklets. Then, low-confidence tracklets are associated with high-confidence tracklets to connect fragmented tracklets during the global association step.
In contrast with the framework of TC_ODAL, 3 we additionally incorporate a single-object tracking step using a correlation filter 7 and a similarity measure based on a relative motion network (RMN). 6 By incorporating these steps, the proposed framework can handle uncertainties caused by several factors, such as misdetection or abrupt camera motion.
Local Association
Step In this step, detections are associated with high-confidence tracklets. This step models the third probability PðT ðhÞ t jZ t Þ of Eq. (4) . Suppose the number of high-confidence tracklets is h and the number of detections is n, then a matching score matrix S, which describes the similarity between tracklets and detections, can be defined as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 6 0 S t ¼ ½s ij h×n ; s ij ¼ −logðΛðT 
where ΛðT iðhÞ t ; z k t Þ is a similarity function based on the concept of an RMN 6 as defined in Sec. 3.4. After computing S, the Hungarian algorithm 8 is applied to maximize the total affinity of the score matrix. Finally, the confidence of each tracklet is updated by using Eq. (3).
Global Association Step
In the global association step, low-confidence tracklets are connected with high-confidence tracklets or unmatched detections. This step models the first and second probability values, PðT t jT 4). The threefold processing of low-confidence tracklets is defined. First, low-confidence tracklets are associated with the highconfidence tracklets. In this case, an element of the score matrix A l×h ¼ ½a ij is defined as a ij ¼ − log½ΛðT iðlÞ ; T jðhÞ Þ. Second, low-confidence tracklets are associated with detections that are not already matched with the high-confidence tracklets. In this case, an element of the score matrix B n×l ¼ ½b ij is defined as b ij ¼ − log½ΛðT jðlÞ ; y i t Þ, where y i t is an unmatched detection and n is the total number of unmatched detections. Last, some low-confidence tracklets are not associated with any other tracklets or detections, and these tracklets should be terminated. In this final case, an element of the score matrix C l×l ¼ diag½c 1 ; : : : ; c l is defined as c i ¼ − log½1 − confðT iðlÞ Þ. Altogether, we can define a unified score matrix G to represent the cases as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 3 2 6 ; 1 0 2 Fig. 1 Uncertainties in multi-object tracking based on tracking-bydetection. The blue and red boxes indicate ground truth and predicted position of objects, respectively. All predictions are dislocated because of abrupt camera motion. Moreover, object 6 is not detected because of occlusion.
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Single-object tracking using correlation filter Confidence -aided relative motion network Online detection where D n×h is a threshold matrix. After computing G, the Hungarian algorithm 8 is also applied. Finally, the confidence values of all tracklets are updated using Eq. (3).
Augmentation of Detected Object Candidates
To augment a set of detected object candidates, we iteratively apply the single-object tracking algorithm, which is based on a correlation filter. 7 At the start of each iteration, the singleobject tracking algorithm finds object candidates based on the positions of previously detected object trajectories. Since this step is a potential computational overhead for the proposed framework, we must consider trade-offs between tracking accuracy and speed. In this sense, the correlation filter provides an appropriate balance because the method is extremely fast and results in accuracy that is comparable to other state-of-the-art algorithms. Finally, the set of tracked object candidates for the local and global association steps is updated during each iteration as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 7 ; 6 3 ; 5 5 0Ẑ
where d i t is a tracked object from the previously determined trajectory T i t−1 , which is included inẐ t only when the peakto-sidelobe ratio (PSR) of d i t is greater than the threshold th D . In this way, the PSR measures the degree of appearance variation of an object in the correlation-filter-based tracking algorithm, 7 and thus, it represents the reliability of the tracked prediction d i t .
Similarity Function Based on Relative Motion
Network A function Λ that measures similarity between tracklets and detections is generally defined by considering three aspects of the trajectory: appearance, size, and motion. 3, 6 In this letter, we define the similarity function by using a probabilistic formulation as follows: E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 6 3 ; 3 4 8
In contrast to the original definition of RMN, 6 we construct the network using only reliable objects that are obtained from high-confidence tracklets because unreliable objects can corrupt the estimation of the relative motion of x i t . In addition, we also use the single-object tracking algorithm to construct a set of reliable tracked objects D t , which is then incorporated into the set of neighboring objects to address the misdetection problem. By using the enhanced RMN, the state x where F denotes a state transition matrix based on the constant velocity model and w is the white Gaussian noise model. Based on this RMN model, we define the motion similarity as follows:
;
where Bð·Þ denotes a bounding box.
Experimental Results
In the experiment, we used the MOT challenge benchmark dataset 10 that consists of several image sequences obtained from a static or dynamic camera. We compared the proposed method with other state-of-the-art online MOT algorithms, specifically TC_ODAL, 3 MDP, 4 SCEA, 5 OMT_DFH, 1 RMOT, 6 and CDA_DDALpb. 2 For evaluation, we adopted seven metrics: the multiple object tracking accuracy (MOTA), the multiple object tracking precision (MOTP), the ratio of mostly tracked trajectories (MT), the ratio of mostly lost trajectories (ML), identity switching (IDS), the number of track fragments (FG), and tracking speed (Hz).
As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3 , the proposed method showed very robust performance. Most notably, our algorithm greatly outperforms the baseline method (TC_ ODAL) in most metrics and also showed more robust performance than the state-of-the-art online MOT algorithm that utilizes the concept of tracklet confidence (CDA_DDALpb). This performance improvement is because we both consider relative motions between objects as well as tracking of individual objects to track multiple moving objects in a robust way. The relative motion information can help to track objects by inferring its location from neighboring objects even if an object is severely occluded by others. This effect can be observed from the experimental result. The proposed algorithm achieved the best performances in terms of IDS and FG, even when a simple appearance model is used.
Conclusion
In this letter, we have proposed a unified MOT framework to tackle the difficulties of detection-based tracking algorithms. The proposed framework consists of a two-step association process to generate long and accurate object trajectories. First, tracklets and detected object candidates are associated to construct high-confidence trajectories. Then, the confident trajectories are associated with low-confidence trajectories. We also proposed a similarity function that incorporates the concept of an RMN. In our experiments, the proposed algorithm exhibited more robust performance than current state-of-the-art algorithms.
